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We report a frequency stabilised semiconductor disk lasers based on AlGaInP and operating at 689 nm, a 
wavelength of interest for atomic clocks based on strontium atoms. With a gain structure designed for emission at 
around 690 nm, more than 100 mW of output power was generated in single frequency operation. We show that 
the source can be tuned over 8 nm with picometer precision. By servo-locking the frequency to the side of fringe of 
a reference cavity, we demonstrate rms frequency noise of 5.2 kHz.  
OCIS codes: (140.7270) Vertical emitting lasers; (140.3425) Laser stabilization; (140.7300) Visible lasers 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.99.099999 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs) have great potential for optical clock 
applications. They benefit from a high finesse external cavity, hence a 
long photon lifetime, and have a low carrier lifetime (few ns). Thus, the 
laser dynamics are unique among semiconductor lasers, allowing for 
low intensity noise (so-called class A behaviour) and a sub-Hz 
Schawlow-Townes limit  [1]. This is in contrast to conventional diode 
lasers in external cavities which photon lifetime is much shorter and 
typical Schawlow-Townes limit is ~ 100 kHz  [2]. Also, as for any solid 
state lasers the frequency noise bandwidth of SDLs is in the kHz range, 
hence about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the one of dye lasers 
or laser diode. These outstanding properties, and the fact that they can 
be designed to operate at almost any wavelength from the visible to 
the midinfrared via bandgap engineering and efficient intracavity 
conversion  [3,4], make SDLs ideal laser sources for optical clocks and 
atom trapping  [5]. Indeed, there are already a few instances of SDL 
development for atomic clock applications targeting clocks based on 
either caesium  [6,7] or mercury [8,9]. 
Among optical clocks, those based on strontium are prime candidates 
for new optical standards for the definition of the second  [10]. Indeed, 
recently an Sr atomic clock demonstrated record accuracy and stability 
at the 10-18 level  [11]. Operating such clocks requires several laser 
beams with wavelengths lying within the 670-700 nm spectral range, 
which is accessible with lasers based on GaInP quantum wells. In 
particular, 679 nm, 689 nm and 698 nm are respectively a re-pumping 
transition, the second stage cooling transition and the clock transition 
for neutral Sr  [12,13]. For these applications the power requirements 
are usually a few 100s of milliwatts; the most strenuous requirements 
are for the linewidths, which should be in the kHz range for the cooling 
and re-pumping lasers and as narrow as possible (sub Hz) for the clock 
laser. 
In this paper we report a step towards SDL development for Sr optical 
clocks with the demonstration of an SDL designed for emission at 
689 nm, the wavelength required for the second stage cooling 
transition in Sr, and frequency stabilised in the kHz range relative to a 
reference Fabry-Perot cavity. We also show a simple way to tune the 
wavelength to any arbitrary value within the tuning range of the 
source, which is of tremendous importance in the context of atom 
cooling since specific absorption lines are targeted.   
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE LASER CAVITY 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic of the single-frequency laser cavity and of the servo-
locking loop. M1,M2, cavity mirrors; BRF, birefringent filter; PZT, 
piezoelectric transducer; FP, Fabry–Perot; PI, proportional integrator; 
HVA, high voltage amplifier. 
The design of the SDL gain structure is similar to those we have 
previously reported [14]. It contains ten pairs of strained GaInP 
quantum wells, embedded in AlGaInP barriers and evenly distributed 
at the antinode positions of the resonant internal optical field. The 
active region is grown on top of an AlGaAs distributed Bragg reflector 
(DBR). The structure is optimised (quantum well peak gain, resonant 
periodic gain wavelength and DBR high reflectivity stop band) for laser 
operation at ~689 nm and is pumped with up to 3 W at 532 nm in a 
90 μm diameter focal spot. Since noise transfer from the pump can 
have a detrimental effect on the linewidth of the laser, we use a low 
intensity noise pump laser (relative intensity noise specified as < 
0.02% by the manufacturer).  
The laser cavity, shown in Fig. 1, consists of 3 mirrors: the DBR of the 
gain structure, a highly reflective (R>99.9%) folding mirror (M1) with 
a radius of curvature equal to 100 mm and a plane output coupler 
(M2). The output coupling value is 1.8% at 689 nm. The total length of 
the cavity is about 200 mm and the distance between the folding 
mirror and the semiconductor disk is 53 mm. The cavity mode at the 
gain medium is slightly elliptical with diameters 2w = 80 and 90 µm. A 
500-µm-thick uncoated single-crystal diamond heat-spreader is 
bonded to the semiconductor disk for thermal management. A 6-mm-
thick quartz plate acting as a birefringent filter (BRF) is inserted at 
Brewster’s angle inside the cavity. This allows tuning of the wavelength 
over a relatively broad range: 685 – 693 nm. It should be noted that the 
tuning range is limited by the free spectral range of the BRF and not by 
the gain structure. Due to the Fabry-Perot effect inside the 
heatspreader, the tuning is done in steps of about 180 pm, which 
corresponds to the free spectral range of a 500-µm-thick diamond 
etalon. This effect and ways to circumvent the tuning limitation it 
imposes are discussed in section 5.  
Single frequency emission is achieved via the combination of all the 
intracavity elements and careful optimisation of the cavity length. 
Indeed, the Fabry-Perot effect due to the heatspreader is beneficial and 
enhances the mode filtering. Once the cavity is optimized, repeatable 
single frequency operation is routinely obtained as evidenced in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Fig.  2.  Characterisation of the single frequency emission with a 
scanned Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity. The free spectral range of the 
confocal cavity is 300 MHz. The measurement is for an incident pump 
power of 3W and a laser power of 80 mW at 689 nm.  
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE LOCKING SETUP 
A schematic of our locking setup, a classic ‘side of fringe’ scheme  [15], 
is shown on the left side of Fig. 1. The frequency reference is a confocal 
Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity with a free spectral range of 300 MHz (Melles 
Griot 13SAE005), made of Invar for a reduced sensitivity to thermal 
fluctuations. We use one of the low power beams leaking through 
folding mirror M1 for the frequency locking. The beam is first 
collimated and then focused inside the reference cavity. An optical 
isolator with 30 dB isolation ratio is placed between the laser and the 
FP cavity to avoid any perturbing feedback to the laser cavity. After 
optimisation of the mode matching, the finesse of the Fabry-Perot 
cavity is measured as 290 (see Fig. 2), which results in a resonance 
peak width slightly larger than 1 MHz. Full details of the experimental 
conditions, including the resulting frequency noise detection sensitivity 
used in the locking experiments shown in the rest of this paper, are 
given in Table 1. The detection bandwidth of the photodiode and the 
amplifier is 30 kHz, which is an order of magnitude larger than the 
typical noise bandwidth for such a laser  [16]. 
The error signal of the servo-loop is generated by comparing the signal 
transmitted by the FP cavity and a command set to half of the 
maximum of its resonance peak. The correction signal is then delivered 
by a proportional integral controller (Newport LB 1005) and amplified 
by a large bandwidth high voltage amplifier (Piezodrive PDX 150b). 
The frequency fluctuations are then compensated via a piezoelectric 
transducer (PI P-010.00H) upon which the folding mirror (M1 in Fig 1) 
is fixed with paraffin wax. 
In order to achieve a large correction bandwidth, we used a mirror 
with reduced size and weight: 2-mm-thick, 10-mm-diameter. The 
resulting resonance frequency of the ensemble is ~100 kHz, which is 
about 3 times larger than that measured with a standard 6-mm thick, 
half-inch mirror. In order to avoid exciting that resonance, the 
correction bandwidth of the servo loop is limited to 5 kHz with an 
extra low pass filter. Such a bandwidth roughly corresponds to the 
frequency noise bandwidth of the free running laser. Free running 
frequency noise measurement of a similar laser has already been 
reported in  [17]. It should be noted that such a low frequency noise 
bandwidth is a typical feature of solid-state lasers in general and SDLs 
in particular  [16]. 
 
Wavelength Finesse Transmission 
signal 
Frequency 
discriminator 
689 nm 290 6.9 V 6.7 V.MHz-1 
Table 1. Experimental conditions under which frequency locking 
was achieved. The free spectral range of the reference cavity is 
300 MHz.   
4. FREQUENCY NOISE CHARACTERISATION 
Once the locking loop is closed, the laser frequency remains locked to 
the FP cavity for several minutes: the limit being the drift of the 
reference cavity, which at some point induces a mode hop of the laser. 
From the residual error signal of the servo loop, one can deduce the 
relative root mean square (rms) frequency noise of the locked laser. 
The resulting frequency noise power spectral density (PSD) is shown 
in Fig 3. We obtained a relative rms frequency noise of 5.2 kHz. The 
PSD is mostly flat for the whole correction bandwidth (up to 5 kHz) 
apart from some localised peaks attributed to residual mechanical 
resonances of the laser cavity. The broader peaks located at 
frequencies higher than 10 kHz are due to electronic oscillations, which 
we kept as low as possible by limiting the gain of the loop. These 
oscillations are one of the current limitations of our setup as they 
prevent an increase of the gain of the loop and thus further reduction 
of the frequency noise in the low frequency band. Calculating the 
square root of the integral of the PSD within a given frequency 
bandwidth allows an estimate to be made of the contribution of that 
specific bandwidth to the overall noise. From this we can tell that 
frequencies below 10 kHz contributes about 80% of the frequency 
noise and that in particular the 0.1-1 kHz decade is responsible for 
more than 40%.  Noise within this band is usually due to mechanical 
instabilities. We believe that with an improved insulation and a 
monolithic setup, we should be able to reduce the mechanical noise 
and achieve a lower frequency noise level.  
 Fig.  3. Frequency noise power spectral density calculated from the 
residual error signal of the servo locking loop (shown in the inset) 
measured over 400 ms with the laser operating at 689 nm, P = 80 mW 
(Ppump = 3W).  
It should be noted that the relative linewidth calculated from the rms 
frequency noise, while the commonly reported performance 
parameter for such SDL systems, is not equivalent to the laser 
linewidth. From the knowledge of the frequency noise PSD one can, 
however, deduce the shape of the optical field and the actual relative 
linewidth of the laser. Indeed one can show via the Wiener-Khintchine 
theorem, assuming that the phase noise follows a normal distribution, 
that the autocorrelation function of the field R(τ) can be expressed 
as  [18–20]: 
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where    is the field amplitude and    the optical frequency. Here 
  ( ), the frequency noise PSD, is considered as single-sided to exactly 
correspond to the values plotted in Fig. 3. Once the field 
autocorrelation is determined, the laser line shape can be obtained by 
applying the Wiener-Khintchine theorem again and computing the fast 
Fourier transform of ( ).  
By applying Eq. 1 to the frequency noise PSD of Fig. 3, the field 
autocorrelation shown in Fig. 4 a) can be obtained. Computing the 
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation leads to the laser linewidth 
shown in Fig. 4. In order to limit the computation requirements we 
limited the bandwidth of the PSD to 100 kHz. The noise level above this 
frequency is, in any case, very low and limited by our noise detection 
floor. Moreover, frequency noise at high frequencies only contributes 
to the wings of the laser line and not to its width  [20]. The sampling 
parameters used for the calculations are given in the figure caption. 
From this, we deduce a laser linewidth of 11.4 kHz. The contribution of 
the oscillation peak of the PSD around 10 kHz can be seen in the 
appearance of a small pedestal on the optical field. This doesn’t 
contribute significantly to the linewidth since it is a relatively high 
frequency noise component. 
 
Fig.  4. a) Autocorrelation of the optical field calculated from the 
frequency noise PSD. b) Power spectral density of the optical field. The 
time sample used for the calculation of the autocorrelation was 3 ms 
and the frequency sample for the optical field was 3 Hz. 
5. FINE WAVELENGTH TUNING  
As mentioned earlier, the Fabry Perot effect caused by the diamond 
heatspreader only allows the laser to oscillate at wavelengths matching 
its free spectral range. This is exemplified in Fig. 5 a) which shows that 
the SDL is indeed tuned by steps equal to the free spectral range of the 
heatspreader (~180 pm). This can be a crucial issue in the context of 
atom cooling as one need to use very specific wavelengths, which, for a 
given heatspreader, may not be available. 
If one wants to tune an SDL to any arbitrary wavelength, several 
solutions can be implemented. The first one consists of placing the 
heatspreader on the back of the SDL sample, hence outside of the 
cavity. This requires chemical etching processes to thin down the 
substrate in order to reduce the thermal resistance of the gain chip. 
This approach, is very efficient for InGaAs based SDLs  [21] where the 
gain structures have a high overall thermal conductivity. In our case, 
the thermal conductivity of AlGaInP is much lower and the most 
efficient way to extract the heat is by use of an intracavity 
heatspreader  [22,23]. Another solution consists of using a wedged 
heatspreader. If the wedge angle is large enough, typically 2 to 3 
degrees  [22], the etalon effect can be canceled out and one can 
continuously tune the wavelength. This solution, though, requires the 
deposition of antireflection coatings on the surface of the heatspreader.  
All these solutions basically consist in getting rid of the Fabry-Perot 
effect of the heatspreader. Since in our case the single frequency 
emission relies on the filtering from the heatspreader, we chose to 
keep it as it is inside the cavity. As an alternative way of tuning the 
wavelength, we use its residual wedge which is large enough (specified 
as < 1 mrad by the manufacturer) to make it behave like a spatially 
tunable etalon. As a result, by translating the {sample + heatspreader} 
ensemble one can tune the wavelength. This is shown in Fig. 5 b), for 
which the wavelength of the laser was recorded with a wavemeter 
while the sample mount was manually translated via a translation 
stage. One can clearly see that the wavelength linearly follows the 
position of the ensemble. Moving it by about 550 µm enables coverage 
of an entire free spectral range of the heatspreader. Fig. 5 c) shows that 
translating the ensemble by about 10 µm permits picometer precision 
on the output wavelength as the laser jump from one longitudinal 
mode of the laser cavity to the next.  
 Fig.  5. Tuning characteristics. a) Broad tuning achieved by rotation of 
the BRF b) Coarse tuning achieved by translation of the ensemble gain 
chip + diamond heatspreader. The figure shows two consecutive 
measurements made for two different orientations of the BRF. c) Fine 
tuning. The wavelength was recorded vs time while the sample was 
translated by steps of about 10 µm. As a side note, measuring the slope 
of figure 5 b) leads to an estimated wedge of 0.23 mrad for the 
diamond heatspreader. 
 
During the tuning process, optimization of the output power can be 
done by finely rotating the BRF to shift its maximum transmission to 
the operating wavelength. The orientation of the BRF is actually crucial 
since it also defines the position for which the wavelength will switch 
from one resonance of the heatspreader to the next. This is evidenced 
on Figure 5 b), which shows two consecutive tuning measurements 
but with a different orientation for the BRF.  
As a result one can make the laser operate at any arbitrary wavelength 
between 685 and 693 nm by first rotating the BRF to reach the closest 
etalon peak and then carefully translating the gain chip to move that 
peak to the desired wavelength. By finely readjusting the BRF one can 
optimize the power and reach the 100 mW level.  
6. CONCLUSION  
We have demonstrated a tunable, single frequency semiconductor disk 
laser with AlGaInP gain structures designed to address those 
wavelengths in the red spectral region required for Sr based optical 
clocks. Output powers above 100 mW were obtained at 689 nm. The 
rms frequency noise was reduced to a few kHz over a 400 ms sampling 
time by locking the frequency to a reference Fabry-Perot cavity via the 
side-of-fringe technique. Calculations of the relative laser linewidths 
lead to values just over 10 kHz. We also show that the wavelength of 
the laser can be arbitrarily set to any value within a 685 to 693 nm 
range.  
These results are very close to the requirements for cooling Sr atoms, 
for which the transition linewidth at 689 nm is 7 kHz. More 
experiments and characterization aiming at decreasing the linewidth 
and using the laser in an atom cooling setup are currently under way. 
One way to improve the linewidth would be to combine a more stable, 
vibration isolated, monolithic setup with a high-finesse temperature 
controlled reference cavity maintained in vacuum. The latter would 
eliminate the frequency drift and allow for much longer stabilization 
sequences. One should also note that these results demonstrate the 
great capabilities of SDL in general and of the interest of AlGaInP based 
ones in particular. For Sr and Sr+ clocks, many of the wavelengths of 
interest are within the accessible range of GaInP. By adjusting the gain 
medium compositions one should be able to provide a full range of SDL 
based sources to the Sr atomic clock community.  
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